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INTRODUCTION

Developed countries have long been interested in distance

a global economy, because education is commonly regarded

Thus, we have recently witnessed a great development of
e-learning (taken as a synonym for Web-based learning, or
learning through an Internet-enabled computer) to the point
that using the Internet to deliver educational material has
practically displaced the early initiatives based on postal

The initial evolution of the Internet led to envisaging

-

called digital divide, that is, the separation between people
who make frequent use of the information technologies and
those who have no access to them or, even having access,

-
ties in the access to knowledge and education, posing risks

have launched large-scale initiatives, like the World Summit 

on the Information Society and the i2010 plan, that aim at
making technology available to everyone, at anytime and

with special interest in harnessing the interactive features

This includes the new digital TV set-top boxes, which bear
the term t-learning
mobile telephones and media players), which set the founda-
tions for m-learning
is that the information technologies, combined with suitable
pedagogical and andragogical approaches, will enable a
scenario of ubiquitous and lifelong learning, freeing people

-

This article describes technical, methodological, and
educational issues that make t-learning and m-learning

problems that may be the subject of much research in the
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Next, we discuss the evolution of the motivations and scopes

Figure 1. Convergence of approaches to distance learning
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of work have had disparate views of the learning paradigms

Motivations and Scope of T-Learning

Televisionhasbeenpresent innearlyeveryhomefordecades,
getting to be so familiar that everyone feels comfortable us-

society,especiallyfor thesocialsectors thataremorereluctant

the television for educational purposes dates back to the

data and interactive applications jointly with the audiovisual

learning then arose as an approach to exploiting the advances
in IDTV technologies to deliver interactive applications that
would promote learning and problem solving by requiring

argued for simply providing an interface to the same
e-learning services running on the Internet, porting
existing solutions to a new execution platform (the

merely consisted of adding interaction capabilities to
the TV programs, promoting the concept of “edutain-

making t-learning a direct translation of the models devised

are technical factors like the limited interactivity achievable
with a remote control, the reduced amount of text that can
be readable on a TV screen, or the low computing power of

IDTV users have a lower level of predisposition to learn new

analogue TV have consolidated a passive attitude from the
users, plus a conception of television as an entertainment

now accepted that an effective t-learning strategy should
lean on entertainment to lure people into education, and
deliver interactive applications that guide the users through

distinct philosophies in the design of t-learning services,

• By pure edutainment (meaning education that enter-
tains), we now refer to educational services whose
central axis is a TV program, enhanced with interac-
tive learning elements that furnish pedagogical added

• The term entercation (entertainment that educates)
refers to educational services designed around an
interactive learning element that is supplemented with

In sum, we can delimit the scope of t-learning halfway
betweenthemereentertainmentprovidedbytheTVprograms

major advantage with regard to the traditional TV programs
because it makes the learning experience more engaging,

contents, evaluate his or her knowledge through assessment
tests,participate incompetitionssynchronizedwithTVshows

Motivations and History of M-Learning

Grounded on the requirement to have the learners in front
-

the initiatives that harness the educational possibilities of
mobile devices that have attained massive penetration in

mobile computing will enable the greatest level of time and

access throughmobile telephones toexistinge-learningplat-
forms using technologies like wireless application protocol

to browse hypermedia and short messaging system

-
tempts to think of m-learning as a distinctive approach, and
research focused on technical issues like delivering content

content and interfaces to make the same courses accessible

maintaining the learning activities during periods of discon-

In a posterior stage, many claims arose from the edu-
cational community to develop m-learning more from the
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